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Subject Bronze/SRC Assessment Update Season 21-22 

Hello TAFs & CTOs 

As we start to ramp up to the busy period for SRC and Bronze Assessments, I would like to provide 

some additional information and reminders to our trainers and assessors. 

1. Use of current resources for training and assessment 

The Bronze Medallion and SRC resources have been updated for Season 21/22.  Please 

ensure that you are using the latest versions of Delivery and Assessment Guides, 

Assessment Portfolios, Learner Guides etc.   

The easiest way to ensure this is to use the Resource Links documents created by SLSNSW 

Education.  You can find this in the Members Area at : 

     https://members.sls.com.au/members/document_library/3/media/3471 

You should also ensure that you select Surf Lifesaving NSW as the Organisation when 

searching for any other documents to ensure you have the relevant document for our state. 

2. Beach Induction - Risk Assessment Form 

You will find a Beach Induction - Risk Assessment Form in the latest Assessment Portfolios 

for SRC and Bronze Medallion.  This should ideally be completed on the first session on the 

beach and must be completed by each candidate and signed off by a trainer.  Please ensure 

that this is completed in the Assessment Portfolio prior to the assessment date. 

I have raised with SLSNSW that this requirement is not mentioned in the Delivery and 

Assessment Guide, but it is referenced in the Session Plans.   

3. Assessment Tasks for Bronze Medallion and SRC 

All Assessors should make themselves familiar with the latest Delivery and Assessment Guide 

for SRC and Bronze.  This can be found in the Members Area at : 

     https://members.sls.com.au/members/document_library/3/media/3441 

Please ensure that you are only assessing the tasks defined in the Guide.  While candidates 

are trained using the PSAR35 manual, only the tasks in the Delivery and Assessment guide 

are assessable.  Candidates should have a consistent assessment environment and to ensure 

this, significant work has been done to provide comprehensive guidance for assessors. 

CRAIG HOWIE  

Acting Director of Education, SLSS 
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